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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Open Scheduling Summer & Fall 2024 — Final Month!

October 2, 2023 — January 12, 2024

Open Scheduling for the summer and fall 2024 terms has reached the final stage. The RCS team encourages completing
your department’s scheduling before winter closure to avoid the busy, pre-semester rush. Open Scheduling is the start
of the scheduling cycle when department schedulers input the classes offered in that term, including specific details
such as instructor assignment, modality, meeting pattern, and room characteristics.  

Open scheduling comes with heightened privileges in UAccess Student that allow department schedulers the ability to
create and adjust their department's class schedule without needing to use the Section Form request process for Room
& Course Scheduling assistance. The RCS Resource Guide page has a collection of previous scheduling tips to guide
department schedulers through common scheduling scenarios. 

After January 12, Open Scheduling ends and the cycle moves to Closed Scheduling where classroom optimization
begins. During classroom optimization, more than half of the main campus class sections are assigned Centrally
Scheduled Classrooms, managed by RCS. The more closely aligned the class set-up data is with scheduling guidelines
(standard meeting patterns, historical enrollment, and balanced offerings), the more likely a Centrally Scheduled

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=b5af65a8516539c9e6b7d5657525f67f541c5a092f43c63f67de9595b269f3125d036c6c3d44842012cd1e119d18170d467dc55986552e82
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=b5af65a8516539c9bc393f05d7d15727cde934cf118d1b7781a5fb1f92b235a8725ff0e950c0fa24fb4ca37840392e0faedbdbeffa238839
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=b5af65a8516539c9669917b2e424f6f375af2f0af385d51c031fc937c0e3bf23beec1a788ab244d7a248d762b5313a76ab00f1392e7ba9e6


Classroom is automatically assigned. 

Save the Date: Resolution Weeks February 5 – 16, 2024

Resolution Week appointments are an opportunity to resolve classroom assignment issues, specifically sections
requesting Centrally Scheduled Classrooms that were not assigned rooms during the optimization process based on
the initial class set-up. In preparation for Resolution Weeks, room assignment results for summer and fall 2024 will be
published to UAccess on February 1. Department schedulers can then review room assignments and determine which
sections may need additional attention.  

We encourage all department schedulers to attend a resolution appointment. With the entire RCS team pitching in to
support Resolution Weeks, the section forms for summer and fall 2024 terms will open at the end of the day on
February 16th.

SCHEDULING TIP

Removing a Combination and Cancelling Class Sections

Class combinations are used to deliver a single instructional experience for multiple groups of students. Class sections
are scheduled individually and then combined for the instructor to deliver what appears to be a single class.

Types of class combinations include: 

combined sections of the same course 
cross-listed classes
co-convened class sections

Class combinations have the same meeting pattern and instructor. Only the department that owns the course has the
authority to cancel the scheduled class sections. 

When cancelling combined class sections, first the sections are removed from the combination, the combination row
is removed from the combination table, then all sections previously in the combination can be cancelled. After the
combination is removed from the combination table, the cancelling class sections process is the same for cancelling a
single class section. Department schedulers can cancel class sections during the Open Scheduling period for any given
term; during the closed scheduling period, a section form is used.

For step by step directions on removing a combined class section and cancelling a class section, see the Resource
Guide linked below.

RESOURCE GUIDE: REMOVING A COMBINATION AND CANCELLING CLASS SECTIONS

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=b5af65a8516539c9f18108427eb01c09982052d7ae7c5a7c1eb98534ade9ceeddfed5d224fef2ed89790b7fa14324ace410760e6cbe3034f
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=b5af65a8516539c904d882088e62434883949cb7a128fc7a78d2b3a4d421e160b4629458f4d393e9e2b2545aafe58ee6e049ef3e2805a5c8
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=b5af65a8516539c9f18108427eb01c09982052d7ae7c5a7c1eb98534ade9ceeddfed5d224fef2ed89790b7fa14324ace410760e6cbe3034f


VIEW ALL RCS SCHEDULING TIPS

STAFF SPOTLIGHT

Jimena Sotelo

Start Date: November 2023

Position: Academic Record Specialist, Room and Course
Scheduling

Job Duties: Clean up reports and provide classroom
support

Favorite Part of the Job: Having a great and supportive
team. 

Fun Fact: My favorite things to do in my free time are
watching horror movies or going to the gym. 

UPCOMING SCHEDULING DATES & DEADLINES

January 

12
Open Scheduling Ends for
Summer 2024 & Fall 2024 

February 

5-16
Resolution Appointments for Summer 2024 & Fall 2024

View All Scheduling Dates & Deadlines
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